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I/we acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the land where I/we work and live.
I/We pay my/our respects to Elders past, present and emerging. I/we
celebrate the stories, culture and traditions of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Elders of all communities who also work and live on this land.
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At Good Media Talent, we recognize the
importance of addressing modern slavery risks
within our business operations and supply
chains. 

The recent statutory review of Australia's
Modern Slavery Act has highlighted crucial
areas where businesses need to enhance their
commitment to eradicating modern slavery. 

We are committed to taking these
recommendations seriously and actively
contributing to the fight against modern slavery.
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OUR AIM
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The statutory review, led by Professor John
McMillan AO, has identified a concerning lack of
progress in combating the drivers of modern
slavery since the inception of the Modern
Slavery Act three years ago. 

The Global Slavery Index estimates that 41,000
people in Australia currently live with modern
slavery, emphasizing the urgent need for
stronger responses from both the government
and businesses.
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THE CONTEXT
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In response to the review, three primary targets
for legislative change have been identified:

Improving the Standard of Modern Slavery
Reporting

1.

Enforcing the Reporting Obligations of
Entities

2.

Addressing Incompatible Modern Slavery
Statements

3.
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KEY TARGETS
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CONCLUSION
As Good Talent Media actively awaits the federal government's response to the Modern Slavery Review,
we are committed to playing our part in strengthening Australia's modern slavery laws.

 The potential legal reforms underscore the need for businesses to proactively strengthen their modern
slavery responses. 

We believe that by adhering to these recommendations, we contribute to preventing and combating
modern slavery, thereby enhancing our reputation as a responsible and ethical leader in our industry.

 


